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1. Scope of the analysis 

This study aims to evaluate the use of solar sunshine data for forecasting purposes. Two datasets and two 

different time resolutions are compared and assessed in the context of locally generated forecasts of 

global horizontal irradiation (GHI) for a specific location in Germany. The resulting forecasts have been 

evaluated with suitable metrics and compared against reference. 

 

2. Data 

Minutes of sunshine values 

Data from the Meteoblue API Clouds-1_hour have been downloaded for one year (February 2018 – 

February 2019), twice a day (9 am and 9 pm), for two locations (Berlin and Erlangen - Germany).  

For this study, only sunshine minutes for the spring-summer period (DST period – 214 days in particular 

between 28.03 and 27.10.2018) for one location (Berlin) are considered. It is assumed that this is the most 

relevant period for the evaluation (highest GHI daily averages and peaks). The selected location 

corresponds to a meteo station in Berlin that records GHI measured data (Latitude: 52.46 N; Longitude: 

13.52 E). Data have been accessed twice a day, at 9 am and 9 pm, and stored in 1_hour packages (minutes 

of sunshine in 60 min intervals). 3_hours averages (minutes of sunshine in 180 min intervals) have also 

been computed for sake of comparison with data from “wetter24.de”. 

The same data for the same location and time period have been downloaded in 3_hours resolution 

(minutes of sunshine in 180 min intervals) from “wetter24.de” website. 

GHI from Meteo station 



GHI data with a 1 min resolution have been recorded at the meteo station located at the HTW – Hochschule 

für Technik und Wirtschaft in Berlin (http://wetter.htw-berlin.de/Home/Info) for the same evaluation 

period. 

3. Forecast algorithm 

Sunshine minutes collected for the considered time period have been transformed into GHI forecasts with 

15 minutes resolution by means of the Ineichen-Perez clear-sky model and a simple linear relationship 

between minutes of sunshine and clear-sky index, kt. For the mentioned location minimum and maximum 

value of kt have been set to 0.15 and 1.10, which thus correspond to 0 and 60 (respectively 180) minutes 

of sunshine. In Fig. 1 it is shown a sample day forecast. 

 

Fig. 1: Sample forecast for one day with Meteoblue_1hour sunshine data 

Sunshine minutes from “wetter24.de” are only provided in 3_hours intervals and have been included in 

the forecast algorithm this way. As far as data from Meteoblue API Clouds-1_hour are concerned, two 

different forecasts have been created by leveraging 1_hour intervals and averaged 3_hours intervals. 

As a result, 10 forecasts of GHI values have been computed: 

- 3 same day forecasts computed at 9 am, with Meteoblue_1 hour/3 hours data as well as 3 hours 

values from “wetter24.de” 

- 3 next day forecasts computed at 9 am, with Meteoblue_1 hour/3 hours data as well as 3 hours 

values from “wetter24.de” 

- 3 next day forecasts computed at 9 pm, with Meteoblue_1 hour/3 hours data as well as 3 hours 

values from “wetter24.de” 

http://wetter.htw-berlin.de/Home/Info


- 1 persistence forecast (based on the previous day’s measured GHI values) 

 

4. Results 

Metrics 

The root mean square error (RMSE) and improved performance (IEC) of the selected forecast algorithm 

have been calculated for the 214 days of the evaluation period. The following table summarizes the results. 

 sd9_1h nd9_1h nd21_1h sd9_3h nd9_3h nd21_3h persistence 

RMSE (W/m2) 128,67 147,58 138,67 124,40 138,13 111,11 159,30 

% IEC 19,23 7,36 12,95 21,90 13,28 30,25 0 

 

 sd9_w24 nd9_w24 nd21_w24 persistence 

RMSE (W/m2) 98,44 137,47 148,35 159,30 

% IEC 38,20 13,70 6,87 0 
Tab. 1: RMSE and improved performance (IEC) over reference (persistence forecast) of several forecasts 

Table legend: 

sd9_1h / sd9_3h = same day forecast, computed at 9 am, with Meteoblue_1 hour/3 hour data 

nd9_1h / nd9_3h = forecast for the next day, computed at 9 am, with Meteoblue_1 hour /3 hour data 

nd21_1h / nd21_3h = forecast for the next day, computed at 9 pm, with Meteoblue_1 hour/3 hour data 

persistence = persistence forecast (based on previous day measured GHI values) 

sd9_w24 = same day forecast, computed at 9 am, with data from “wetter24.de” in 3 hours intervals 

nd9_w24 = forecast for the next day, computed at 9 am, with data from “wetter24.de” (3 hours) 

nd21_w24 = forecast for the next day, computed at 9 pm, with data from “wetter24.de” (3 hours) 

 

In the following figures it is provided an overview of the performance of the different forecasting 

algorithms.  

 

Fig. 2: One month (May 2018) same-day forecasts with Meteoblue_1hour data vs measured GHI for the same period  
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Fig. 3: Same-day forecast for one week of April 2018 with Meteoblue_1hour and 3hours data vs GHI 

 

Fig. 4: Same-day forecast for one week of July 2018 with Meteoblue_1hour data, wetter24_3hours and persistence 

 

5. Discussion 

From a careful analysis of the whole selected data package and the evaluated metrics the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
 

- 1 hour sunshine values do not improve the performance of the forecast as compared to 3 hours 
values, regardless of the time they are issued (see also Fig. 3) 

- Sunshine values in 1 hour intervals give results close to 3 hours periods when recently issued (same 
day forecasts) but the former are still worse than the latter 

- 3 hours averages can lead to a better forecast when issued earlier (see nd21_3h vs sd9_3h) 
- forecasts based on sunshine data from Meteoblue lead to better forecasts against reference 

(persistence): 19 % improvement for same day forecasts with 1_hour intervals, lower for next day 
forecasts 
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- if forecasts based on Meteoblue_3 hours sunshine data are compared with wetter24 sunshine 
data, the latter provides better performance (overall much better than persistence, comparable 
to numerical weather prediction (NWP) models and superior to ARMA models found in literature) 

 

The highest errors arise with unstable weather conditions, when it seems not possible to predict GHI with 

extremely high precision with hourly resolution. 3 hours intervals seems to smoothen this unpredictability 

and lead to forecasts with better performance. 

At this point, it is not possible to say whether the above considerations can be generalized to different 

locations and weather conditions. A more in depth analysis is required as far as location and weather 

conditions are concerned to see if 1hour/3hour values play a different role or can be used effectively with 

different forecast algorithms. 

With the information at our disposal, it is also not possible to identify the reason for the different accuracy 

of the data from Meteoblue and wetter24.de.  

 

6. Conclusions 

This preliminary analysis has aimed to shed some light on the possibility to use sunshine data to develop 

relatively accurate GHI local forecasts, thanks to simple algorithms based on the Ineichen-Perez clear-sky 

model and a simple linear relationship between minutes of sunshine and clear-sky index. These forecasts 

could be effectively integrated in small decentralized PV systems where it is not possible to run 

computationally demanding NWP models. Sunshine values in 3 hours intervals are sufficient to obtain the 

best performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


